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Brothers & sisters responded 
most generously to our
Ramadhan 2016 appeal, may
the Almighty bless all of them 
with the best of both worlds, 
Ameen.

Projects will be updated on our 
website www.mwinstitute.co.uk 
as they are completed IA.
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A special
thanks... 

Upon whom is Qurbaani wajib?

Visit www.mwinstitute.co.uk where you can
make payments and find out more about MWI

The days of Qurbaani are the tenth, eleventh and 
twelfth of Zul Hijjah. The first day is better than the 
second and the second better than the last. 

Qurbaani is wajib on every Muslim who is of sound 
mind, mature (reached the age of puberty), 
muqeem (i.e. he is not a Shar'ee traveller) and 
possesses the amount of 612-36 grams of silver or 
wealth equivalent to that value which is in excess of 
one's aslee (basic) needs. It is not necessary that 
this amount be in one's possession for a complete 

lunar year. Its possession during the three days of 
Qurbaani will make Qurbaani obligatory. Qurbaani is 
not incumbent on a child or an insane person
whether they own wealth equivalent to the amount 
above or not, nor is it wajib upon their guardians to 
perform it on their behalf.
 
In towns and cities where Jumaah and Eid are 
performed, Qurbaani is not permissible before the 
Eid Salaah.
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The Virtues
of Qurbaani

The Rewards
of Qurbaani

You can now donate online with
credit or debit card and also via paypal

There is nothing dearer to the Almighty during 
the days of Qurbaani than the sacrificing of 
animals. The sacrificed animal shall come on the 
Day of Judgment with its horns, hair, and hooves 
(to be weighed). The sacrifice is accepted by the 
Almighty before the blood reaches the ground. 
Therefore you should sacrifice with an open and 
happy heart. (Tirmizi)
 
Hazrat Zayd lbne Arqam (RA) relates that the 
Companions (RA) asked, “O Prophet (SAW)! 
What is Qurbaani?” He (SAW) replied, “It is the 
Sunnah of your father lbraheem (AS).” They (RA) 

When a person slaughters a
Qurbaani animal, he is forgiven at 
the fall of the first drop of blood. 
Verily, the animal shall be brought
forward on the Day of Judgment 
with its blood, meat etc, and shall 

be increased in weight 
seventy times more than
its own weight, and thereafter
it will be placed on the scale
of deeds. (Kanzul Ummal)

If one has been favoured by the Almighty with 
wealth, then he should also perform Qurbaani on 
behalf of our Prophet (SAW), the Sahabah (RA), 
the Ummah, the Prophets and for his own living 
or deceased relatives, friends and teachers who 
have conveyed Deeni knowledge. 

One should always remember and never over-
look our beloved Prophet (SAW) and perform 
Qurbaani on His behalf. Abu Talha (RA) has 
related that the Prophet (SAW)
sacrificed one ram and while sacrificing the other 
He said, “This is on behalf of every one of my 
Ummah who believed in me and
testified (to my Prophethood).” (Tabrani)

asked again, “What benefit do we get from it?” He 
(SAW) answered, “A reward for every hair (of the 
sacrificed animal).” “And (what reward is there for 
animals with) wool O Prophet (SAW)?” they asked. 
“A reward” He (SAW) said, “for every fibre of the 
wool.”(Ibne Majah) 

Qurbaani on behalf
of the deceased 

Qurbaani
2016

Qurbaani in
Albania

PER SHARE
£70

Qurbaani in
Bangladesh

PER SHARE
£45

Qurbaani
in India

PER SHARE
£20 

The Rewards

There is nothing dearer to the Almighty during 

animals. The sacrificed animal shall come on the 
Day of Judgment with its horns, hair, and hooves 
(to be weighed). The sacrifice is accepted by the 
Almighty before the blood reaches the ground. 
Therefore you should sacrifice with an open and 

What is Qurbaani?” He (SAW) replied, “It is the 

of deeds. (Kanzul Ummal)

If one has been favoured by the Almighty with 
wealth, then he should also perform Qurbaani on 
behalf of our Prophet (SAW), the Sahabah (RA), 
the Ummah, the Prophets and for his own living 
or deceased relatives, friends and teachers who 
have conveyed Deeni knowledge. 

One should always remember and never over
look our beloved Prophet (SAW) and perform 
Qurbaani on His behalf. Abu Talha (RA) has 
related that the Prophet (SAW)
sacrificed one ram and while sacrificing the other 

“A reward” He (SAW) said, “for every fibre of the 
wool.”(Ibne Majah) 

Qurbaani on behalf
o

The Rewards
of Qurbaani

What is Qurbaani?” He (SAW) replied, “It is the 
Sunnah of your father lbraheem (AS).” They (RA) 

When a person slaughters a
Qurbaani animal, he is forgiven at 
the fall of the first drop of blood. 
Verily, the animal shall be brought
forward on the Day of Judgment 
with its blood, meat etc, and shall 

The Rewards

What is Qurbaani?” He (SAW) replied, “It is the 
Sunnah of your father lbraheem (AS).” They (RA) 

You may donate by calling the
donation hotline 01254 694015
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MUSLIM
WELFARE
INSTITUTE
35 WELLINGTON STREET
ST. JOHNS, BLACKBURN
LANCASHIRE, BB1 8AF
01254 694015
info@mwinstitute.co.uk
www.mwinstitute.co.uk

Don`t delay – Post today: MWI,
35 Wellington Street St. Johns,
Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 8AF, UK

DON`T DELAY, DONATE TODAY...

Please Specify:

Gift aid declaration 

Donation Form
I enclose a cheque for the total amount of £..........................................

Name...................................................................................................................................................

Albania (£70 - one share) £..........................................

Bangladesh (£45 - one share) £..........................................

India (£20 - one share) £..........................................

Siganture...............................................................................Date........................................................

Address.............................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................................

Post Code.......................................................................................................................................

Email.....................................................................................................................................................

Please treat all my donations as gift aid donations until I notify you otherwise.   

Qurbaani 2016

India - £20
Have your Qurbaani performed in 
remote areas of India where the living 
conditions are dire.      

Bangladesh - £45
Have your Qurbaani performed
in Bangladesh and provide meat
to families who only get the
opportunity to consume meat
once a year.

Albania - £70
Have your Qurbaani performed in 
Albania and help revive this great 
Sunnah in a country which was under 
Communism for half a century.   
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